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ABSTRACT 
Let A and B be N x N complex Hermitian matrices where B is nonsingular 
but neither A nor B need be definite. Let Sk denote the linear subspaces of cN 
of codimension k, and let 02 = sup{inf{z*Az : z*Bz = fl, z E S} : S E Sk-l}. 
Assuming that the real eigenvalues X of the problem 
Ax = XBx (*I 
are semisimple, we show how to calculate the value of each okf and the corre- 
sponding inf sups. In consequence we show precisely which eigenvalues of (*) can 
be obtained by variational formulae of the above types. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Variational principles for the self-adjoint generalized eigenvalue problem 
Ax = XBx, x # 0, (1.1) 
have been studied for over a century. They have been used to obtain both 
theoretical and computational results for a wide range of applications. The 
resulting comparison principles can, for example, be used in perturbation 
theory and to generate easily computed (and improvable) bounds for eigen- 
values. As general sources in the area we cite [4, 5, 12, 131. Early results 
were for the right-definite case, with B > 0 (positive definite). These were 
usually generated by applications involving partial differential equations, 
frequently simplified by separation into SL (Sturm-Liouville) problems or 
by projection into finite dimensional ones. 
Around the turn of this century, the importance of cases with B in- 
definite was being realized, and in 1910 Richardson [lo] gave a recursive 
variational principle for the eigenvalues of a left-definite SL problem (1.1) 
with B indefinite but with A > 0. As in the right-definite case, the eigen- 
values are simple and each eigenspace is sign-definite with respect to B; cf. 
[2, 31. Then a f type (corresponding to the sign of B on the eigenspace) 
can be associated with each eigenvalue. Moreover, the types are separated: 
if we index the eigenvalues Xf (the superscript being the type), then each 
+ Xi is less than each X, . Using a translation of the eigenparameter X, we 
see that this separation property characterizes the case where A + pB > 0 
for some 1-1: see [7] for a treatment of matrix pencils from this viewpoint. 
In later papers, Richardson (and others) studied SL problems with nei- 
ther A nor B definite, and then the separation is weaker. If (as we assume 
from now on) the Xz (the Xi) are indexed in increasing (decreasing) order, 
then we have maximal unbroken sequences E* of Xz (for k 2 k*, say) 
separated by a finite sequence M of Xf in some mixed order. Thus on the 
real line, E- lies to the left, and E+ to the right, of M-cf. Example 1.1 
below. We remark that these sequences need not in general exhaust the 
eigenvalues of 1.1, since there could also be a finite set .F of nonsemisimple 
or nonreal eigenvalues, without a defined type. In 1918 Richardson [ll, p. 
289) conjectured (roughly) that the “exterior” eigenvalues (of &*) could be 
characterized variationally, but this has taken over 70 years to resolve. 
Explicit work on this type of question for indefinite pencils seems to have 
restarted only recently: see [14] and the subsequent paper [7], devoted to 
real diagonable matrix problems with B nonsingular. In this case F = 8 
and the E% are finite. Since the eigenvalues could now be nonsimple, we 
count the X$ by (Bf) multiplicities, i.e., by the dimensions of maximal 
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B-positive and -negative subspaces of the corresponding eigenspaces. Thus 
M could contain eigenvalues of mixed type. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let A = diag(O, 0, -1, 1, 1, -2, 2, 2, -3, 3) and B = 
diag(-1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1). Then XT = XF = 0, X, = Xi = 
X; = 1, X, = X,+ = X; = 2, and X, = X,+ = 3, so E- = {XT}, M = 
{xf, X;, Xz, X;, X,, Xz, X;, X,}, and E+ = {Xg}. 
Lancaster and Ye [7] show that each X,$ E E+ is characterized by akf 
of the Abstract (so Xz = 06’ in Example l.l), with dual formulae for 
Xi E E- . These include the classical formulae for the right-definite case, 
as well as (the matrix analogues of) Richardson’s. Najman and Ye [9] 
have removed the real diagonability restriction, giving Xz = o$+~, where 
the index shift d is the dimension of a maximal B-positive subspace of 
a particular “spectral” subspace of (1.1). An infinite dimensional version 
(including Richardson’s conjecture) was recently established by Binding 
and Najman (21, generalizing an earlier variational principle of Allegretto 
and Mingarelli [ 11. 
Despite being told (in private communication) by various mathemati- 
cians that the “interior” eigenvalues (corresponding to M) could not be 
characterized by such formulae, we succeeded for a special (real diagonable) 
case in [3]. Roughly, an eigenvalue Xr equals u%?+~ even when there are d 
eigenvalues A; > Xt , provided there are at least d eigenvalues XL between 
X$ and these Xi. Thus the index shift d is now eigenvalue-dependent (and 
Xz = 05f in Example 1.1). Here we shall generalize all the cited results for 
the matrix case with semisimple real eigenvalues, allowing nonreal (perhaps 
nonsemisimple) ones, so all the sets & &, M, and 3 could be nontrivial. We 
shall calculate every U; as +oo, -00, or a specific eigenvalue XT. The al, 
(and the corresponding inf sups 6,‘) may be calculated dually (by changing 
the sign of A or B or both). 
Our plan is as follows. In Section 2 we give notation, assumptions, and 
background material. In Section 3 we calculate the ok+ in the “generic” 
case, and certain LLexceptional” cases are considered in Section 4. The 
casual reader may wish to skip to Section 5, where our main conclusions 
are summarized. We also give a simple algorithm for testing exactly which 
eigenvalues (including those of “mixed type”) of (1.1) can be characterized 
by C$ or S,f, some of these characterizations being new. This algorithm is 
illustrated on Example 1.1, which shows some of the differences between 
the cited results. 
We conclude this Introduction with comments on some omissions. First, 
we consider only gkf, leaving al, and 6: to the reader. Second, we note 
that infinite dimensional extensions, along the lines of [3], would be possi- 
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ble. Third, our methods lead to technical complications when nonsemisim- 
ple real eigenvalues are present, and we hope to discuss the general case 
separately using different methods. 
2. BACKGROUND 
Let A and B be N x N Hermitian matrices with B nonsingular, and 
let a and b denote the corresponding quadratic forms. We assume that 
the real eigenvalues X of (l.l), or equivalently of the matrix B-‘A, are all 
semisimple. In other words, the real blocks in the Jordan form of B-lA 
are all 1 x 1. Let 
l3* = {A : (1.1) is satisfied for some z with f b(z) > 0). (2.1) 
It is easily shown that such X are real. Using the canonical form of 
[6, §I.3; 3, §lOg], we see that a real eigenvalue of multiplicity k can be 
regarded as a superposition of k simple eigenvalues, with k+ from Bf and 
k- from 8-, where k+ + k- = k. Thus the eigenvalues in 23* may be 
labeled Xt (1 < k 5 N*), counted by multiplicity, with ~0,: in nonde- 
creasing order, as outlined in Section 1. Actually the following indexing 
system is more convenient for us (until Lemma 3.4). 
LEMMA 2.1. The T real eigenvalues of (1.1) may be split into groups, 
indexed as & E B* (1 5 k 5 n*) and y*j E B* (1 5 j 5 c), where 
jL;- L ‘. . 5 p; < p;f 5 . . . L: p,f+, y-1 < .. . < y+, and for each j, the 
interval ]~j, y_j[ is nonempty and contains no pt. 
REMARKS (i) Our proof below is constructive and yields a unique 
indexing system. The stated properties of & and y&j are not sufficient 
for uniqueness, although they become so if one adds the condition that 
]yj, y_j[ contains no pi for i > j. We omit the proof, since it is somewhat 
involved, and we do not need the result. 
(ii) In Example 1.1, our construction gives ~7 = 0, & = 1, pz = 2, 
& = 3, yr = 0, y-1 = yz = 1, y-2 = y3 = 2, and y-3 = 3. 
(iii) The c pairs y*tj are %anceled” in the algorithm we present in 
Section 5, and the remaining eigenvalues pkf are given by appropriate 0:. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. If T = 0 or 1, the result is trivial. If there are 
Xt* E B* with XT+ < XT_, then we define y-i as the smallest Xi exceeding 
some XL, and 71 as the greatest Xi < y-i. Clearly ykr are well defined, and 
In, y- I[ is nonempty and contains no eigenvalues of (1.1). Proceeding by 
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induction, we remove y*i, and we index the remaining eigenvalues y&j (2 5 
j < c) and & (1 5 k I: n*) as required, where n+ + n- I- 2c = T, and the 
proof is complete. 
If XT+ 2 AT_ for each At* E B*, then we label the eigenvalues from 23+ 
as ,uT (from B- as pi) in nondecreasing (nonincreasing) order. ??
Denoting by n number of nonreal conjugate pairs of eigenvalues, counted 
by algebraic multiplicity, we may now simplify the quadratic forms a and 
b as follows. 
THEOREM 2.2. There exist complementary subspaces SC, S’, and S, of 
CN, where SC and 5” have bases u&j (1 I j I c) and U: (1 < k 5 n*) 
respectively, such that: 
(9 If 
x= c “fj’ufj + c xkfuk+ + c xpuh E SC $ S’ then 
a(z) = ~f~*jlx*j,zk+Cp:IZf/2 - CPiIXT127 (2.2) 
b(x) = ~*,x*j,2+C,~:/2-C,2~~. 
j k e 
(ii) 1f also y E S,, then 
4x+y) =4x) +a(y) and 6(z + y) = b(x) + b(y). (2.3) 
(iii) dim S, = 2n, and S,, is invariant for B-‘A. 
This follows from Lemma 2.1 and the cited canonical form. We remark 
that S, accounts for all the nonreal eigenvalues of (1.1) , or equivalently of 
B-lA. 
We shall need certain bounds for a and b on subspaces of SC and S,. 
LEMMA 2.3. For any X E W, there is a c-dimensional subspace SC(X) of 
onwhichb>O(i.e.,b(x)>Oifx#O) anda-Xb<O. 
Proof. For (Y E R, let sj(a) = uj +a~-j and x = cj” = i xjsj(a). Then 
(2.2) gives 
b(x) = c lXjj2(1 -c?) 
j 
For CY < 1 and sufficiently close to 1, SC(X) = Sp{sj (CE) : 1 2 j < c} meets 
our requirements, since yj < 7-j. ??
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REMARK. Here and below, we use sp to denote linear span. 
The corresponding results for S, are as follows. 
LEMMA 2.4. For any X E JR there are n-dimensional subspaces S,, and 
&k(X) of S, such that a = b = 0 on Sno and b > 0, zt(u - Xb) > 0 on 
S&(4. 
Proof. Let S,c be the span of the algebraic eigenspaces of B-lA corre- 
sponding to all eigenvalues with positive imaginary part. It is easily shown 
(and well known, e.g., [6, Corollary 1.2.61) that S,e has the required prop- 
erties. 
A construction of S+(X) is given in [9, Lemma 3.51. For Sri+(X))) we 
apply the same construction, replacing X and A by -X and -A respectively. 
??
Our final preparation concerns the al, which must be defined slightly 
more carefully than in the abstract. Writing 
C+ = {x E (CN : b(z) > 0}, 
we define, for any subspace S of CN, 
L(S) = --OO 
if SflC+=0, 
inf p(S n C+) otherwise, cw 
where p(x) = a(s)/b(z). Then 
ak+ = sup{L(S) : s E & _ I}, 
where Sk, denotes the set of subspaces of (CN of dimension N - k. One 
consequence of our (slightly nonstandard) definition of L is the following. 
LEMMA 2.5. 0: 2 . . . 6 IY;. 
Proof. LetdimS=N-k+l,wherel<k<N. IfSnC+=$then 
L(S) = -co I ak++i. 
If 0 # x E S f~ C+, then there is a subspace T of dimension N - k such 
thatxETcS. Thus0#TnC+cSnC+andso 
b(S) L L(T) I ok++ i. 
It follows that ak+ I ct+ i, as required. ??
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3. THE GENERIC CASE 
We calculate U: for k in three separate ranges. 
LEMMA 3.1. akf =-CC ijk<n+c. 
Proof Referring to Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, we set S(X) = SC(X) i S,+(X) 
for each X E R. By (2.3), then, b > 0 and p < A on S(A). Now for any 
(N - n - c + 1)-d imensional subspace S of CN, S II S(X) # {0}, since dim 
S(X) = n + c. 
Thus from (2.4) 
L(S) 2 L(S n S(X)) 5 A. 
Since X is arbitrary, u:+~ = --00 and so the result follows from Lemma 2.5. 
??
Proof Fix k and (using Theorem 2.2) let 
f(Xj - /Q,) L 0. Now (using Lemma 2.4) 
zj = u&j according as 
Set Sk = snO/sp{uk+, 
IL+ Uf k+l’“” ,+> UT,... ,u;-,a>. . . ,.z~). Then dim Sk = N-(n+c+k)+l, 
and from (2.2), (2.3), a - plb 2 0 on Sk. Since p(uk+) = &, we have . 
L(sk) = pL,+> whence crL+ c + k 2 &. (3.1) 
Conversely (using Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4), set 
Then b > 0 and a - ptb 5 0 on T, which has dimension c + n + k. Thus 
for any S of dimension N - (n + c + k) + 1 we have S n T # (0) and so 
L(S) I L(S n T) < p;. 
If follows that a,f+ c + k I CL;, which with (3.1) completes the proof. ??
The following result completes our calculations in the case n > 0. 
LEMMA 3.3. If n > 0 and k > n + c + n+, then uk+ = +OCL 
Proof Referring to Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.4, for each X E lR we let 
S(X) = S,+(X) isp{u,, . . . ,u,-,21-l,. . . ,U&}. 
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Then S(X) fl C+ # 8 by Lemma 2.4, and a - Xb 2 0 on S(X) provided X 
exceeds all the & (1 I k 5 n-) and all the y+ (1 < j 5 c). It follows 
from (2.4) that L(S(X)) > X, and, since X is arbitrary and dim S(X) = 
N-(n+c+n++l)+l,weobtaino~+c+n++l=+oo. Ourconclusion 
now follows from Lemma 2.5. ??
We continue with a situation where n = 0 yet the conclusion of Lemma 
3.3 remains valid. Recall the labeling $ from Section 1. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose n = 0 and Xi_ < XL+. Then uk+ = + 00 for each 
k>c+n+. 
PTVO~. If XG- = 7-j ( &) then we set u- = u-j (21;). Similarly we 
define u+ corresponding to XL+ and for each t E W we write ut = u+ + tu- . 
Now let Ut consist of the u-j (1 5 j 5 c) and ‘1~; (1 5 k 5 n-), but with 
u- replaced by ut, and (recalling Lemma 2.4) let St = sp(Vt). 
By (2.2), ut E St n C+ provided t2 < 1, and using (2.3) as well, we 
have, for each X exceeding all the 7-j and ,$, 
a-Xb>A+-X+t2(X-XL_) on St. 
It follows that L(&) 2 X provided t2 > 1 - (X$+ - X,-)(X - X,-)-l, and 
the proof concludes as for Lemma 3.3. ??
4. EXCEPTIONAL CASE 
In this section, we treat the remaining case where the eigenvalues are 
allrealandsatisfyXt<_...<X$+ 5X,_ i...<Xy. 
We need a lemma which, although simple, may have independent in- 
terest. Roughly, it gives conditions allowing extension of an inequality 
a - Xb 2 0 from S n C+ to the full subspace S. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose L(S) > -a for some subspace S of CN. Then 
a - L(S)b 2 0 on S. 
Proof. Consider the cone C = {(a(z), b(z)) : z E S} in W2. By a 
straightforward computation (or the Toeplitz-Hausdorff theorem), C is con- 
vex. Hence so is its closure, and its boundary contains the ray R through 
(L(S), 1) by (2.4). It follows that RU (-R) supports C, whence the result. 
??
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The following notation is motivated by the case (which can be arranged 
by an eigenvalue shift) where the average of X$+ and Xi_ is zero. We 
write Nof for the number of zero eigenvalues XF, so NO = N$ + Ni is the 
number of zero eigenvalues of (1.1). We also write Nsf = N* - N$ for the 
number of nonzero eigenvalues Xf, with ND = Nz + NG. In the case when 
X$+ < XG_, we have Ns = 0 and the result is relatively easy to state (see 
Corollary 4.4). If X$+ = X,_ , the eigenvalues are ordered 
x+..<x+ <x;++1 = . ..=.A;+ =A,_ =...A;_+] 
N,: 0 0 
<A,_ <...<A,. 
0 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let A = diag(-2, -1, 0, 0) and B = diag(1, 1, 1, -1). 
ThenXT=-2,X:=-l,andX$=XT=O. ThusN=4,N+=3,Ne= 
Na=N$=2,N-=N,j-=N$=l,andN;=O. 
THEOREM 4.3. In the above notation, 
uk 
+ = -m if k I min{ND,N-}, 
0+_ N +j = q if 15 ~<NQ,--N-, 
&+k! = N+ x+ if 1 5 CL Nc(= N- ND). 
Proof. We relabel the eigenvectors u&j, ukf as eef corresponding to X,f . 
We note from (2.2) that a - X&+b 5 0, so 
u;: = sup p(c+) = x;, , (4.1) 
Let Se = sp{ec++,,. . .,e$+,ei-, . . . ,e;_+,} be the eigenspace at 
eigenvalue zero, i.e.,*N(A). Th en a - X$+ b*= 0 on Se, which has di- 
mension No. Since e+ Ni E Sc n C+, we have L(&,) > XL+, so by (4.1) and 
0 
Lemma 2.5, 
u;++, = A$+ if l<t<Ne. 
0 
If 1 5 j 2 Na - N- , we define Sj = sp{ez : j 5 e 5 N+}, so b > 0 and 
a - XTb 2 0 on Sj, which has dimension N+ - j + 1 = N - (N- + j) + 1. 
Since p(ef) = XT, we have L(Sj) = XT, whence 
++j 2 q. (4.2) 
Now suppose that ai_ +j > XT. Then for some subspace S of dimension 
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N+ - j + 1, we have L(S) > XT, and moreover, by Lemma 2.5 and (4.1), 
It follows that a - b(S)b, which by (2.1) takes the form 
c [A’ - L(S)] lY:12 + c [L(S) - Xkl lY$ (4.3) 
i k 
in appropriate coordinates, has at least N- +j negative, and hence at most 
N+ - j nonnegative, coefficients if L(S) < A$+, and precisely Ns I N+ - j 
nonnegative (in fact zero) coefficients if L(S) = XL+, since j 5 Na -N- = 
N+ - Na. Hence a - Lo is nonnegative on a subspace of dimension at 
most N+ - j, contradicting Lemma 4.1. Thus in fact u$_+~ I XT, and 
then (4.2) gives o$_+~ = XT. 
The argument is similar for (ok+ when k I min{N-, Ne)}. If ak+ > -00, 
then by Lemma 2.5 and (4.1) there is a subspace S of dimension N-k+ 1 > 
max{N+, No} such that L(S) is finite. By (4.1) and (4.3), a --Lo has at 
most N+ nonnegative coefficients if L(S) < A$+, and has Ne if L(S) = AZ+, 
so again we contradict Lemma 4.1. 4 
In Example 4.2, cf = -00, u.$ = At = -2 and u$ = A$ = 0, which 
follow from Lemma 3.1 and 3.2; but in addition Theorem 4.3 gives (T: = 
x; = 0. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If the eigenvalues satisfy At I . ‘. 5 A$+ < Xi- 5 
. ..<A., thenck+=-coifk<N- ando$_+j=Xf iflljlNf. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In broad terms, we have shown that each ukf is either +co, -co, or 
one of the XT. To be more specific, we write n for the number of complex 
conjugate pairs of eigenvalues of (1.1). For the real eigenvalues, we “cancel” 
any “(+, -) pairs,” i.e., eigenvalues XT+ < A;_. with no other eigenvalues in 
between and where A$ admit eigenvectors z$ such that fb(z$) > 0, b 
being the quadratic form induced by B. (Multiple eigenvalues are counted 
by b-positive and b-negative multiplicity.) We continue until no further 
cancellation is possible, denoting by c the number of canceled pairs and by 
I-$ I ... I II,++ the remaining eigenvalues admitting eigenvectors z with 
b(z) > 0. In Example 1.1, N = 10, n = 0, pt = 1,~; = 2 and pl = 3 (so 
n+ = 3), and c= 3. 
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We can then summarize the results of Section 3 in 
THEOREM 5.1. Ifn > 0, or ifn = 0 and ii&_ < A$+( i.e. $a(--,+) 
pair exists), then 
ukf =-T if k<c+n, + 
uc+n+j = pj if l<jln+, 
(6 =+X if !> c+n+n+. 
In the remaining case, all the choices of X: satisfy XT 5 X, and then 
we refer to Theorem 4.3 for the corresponding result. 
As a consequence, we can test exactly which eigenvalues equal some 
0: by means of the following algorithm: first “cancel” the (+, -) pairs as 
above, and order the remaining XT as pt < . 5 p,f . 
COROLLARY 5.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.1, pLf = u$+,+~ 
(1 5 j 5 n+), and no other eigenvalue can equal a ok+. 
We remark that in the remaining case (of Theorem 4.3) all eigenval- 
ues may be characterized by the corresponding inf sups S,f , as is seen by 
reversing the original (uncanceled) eigenvalue sequence. 
Let us return once again to Example 1.1. 
(a) By [7], there is no definite linear combination of A and B, so the 
classical formulae give no eigenvalues. 
(b) As mentioned in the Introduction, the maximal eigenvalue Xz = (T: 
(by [7, 91 etc.), and Xz = 05’ by [3]. 
(c) Our algorithm gives p: = ~4f = 1, & = ~5’ = 2, and & = cr6f = 3, 
the index shift of 3 equaling the number of canceled pairs. We know of no 
previous characterization of ‘\$ = p:. 
(d) We leave it to the reader to verify (-by reversing the original eigen- 
value sequence) that X; = 6: and X, - 6, . + + In this example, then, each XT 
has exactly one characterization, except for Xt, which has none. In other 
examples, e.g. in Theorem 4.3, some XF could have two characterizations, 
as ~j’ and 6:. 
We thank the referees for their comments, in particular for pointing out 
an error in our original version of Theorem 4.3. 
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